Department of Energy
Carlsbad Field Office
P. 0. Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221
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Ms. Marty P. Gonzales
Contracts Manager
Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC
P.O. Box 2078
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221-2078
Subject: Approval of the Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC Addendum to the Radiological
Release Event Corrective Action Plan Under Prime Contract DE-EM0001971
Dear Ms. Gonzales:
Per DOE 0 225.1 B, Accident Investigations, the Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO) is providing
approval of the Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC (NWP) Addendum to the Radiological Release
Event Corrective Action Plan under Prime Contract DE-EM0001971 received by our office on
July 17, 2015. Please begin implementation of the subject corrective actions immediately. The
CBFO Manager must approve changes to the plans prior to implementation.
The CBFO will track the effective implementation of the Corrective Actions Plans to closure.
NWP is directed to begin submitting objective evidence to the CBFO Corrective Action
Manager, as corrective actions are completed.
If you have any questions please contact Mr. Sean Dunagan, CBFO Recovery Manager, at
(575) 234-7032.
Sincerely,

~q-;~~
Carlsbad Field Office
cc:
J. Hutton, DOE-EM
T. Wyka, DOE-EM
K. Watson, CBFO
G. Hellstrom, CBFO
S. Dunagan, CBFO
D.C. Gadbury, CBFO
W. Mouser, CBFO
G. Basabilvazo, CBFO
M. Brown, CBFO
W. Mackie, CBFO
D. Snow, CBFO
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July 17, 2015

Ms. Vicki Diane Snow, Contracting Officer
Business Operations Division
Carlsbad Field Office
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 3090
Carlsbad, NM 88221-3090
Subject:

RESUBMITTAL OF THE ADDENDUM TO THE RADIOLOGICAL RELEASE EVENT
CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN UNDER NUCLEAR WASTE PARTNERSHIP LLC PRIME
CONTRACT DE-EM0001971

Reference:

NWP Memorandum C0:15:02964: UFC:4250.00 from M.P. Gonzales to Vicki Diane Snow
DOE dated June 26, 2015, subject: Submittal of Addendum to the Radiological Release
Event Corrective Action Plan, under Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC Contract DEEM0001971

Dear Ms. Snow:
NWP hereby resubmits the Corrective Action Addendum for Radiological Release Event (Phase II). This
resubmission reflects changes based on integrated review sessions between NWP, CBFO, and DOE
Environmental Management and supersedes the June 26 submittal referenced above.
If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Mr. M. S. Hendrickson at Extension
8341.

MPG:afh
Attachment

cc:

D. Bryson, CBFO
M. Brown, CBFO
G. Basabilvazo, CBFO
S. Dunagan, CBFO
C. Gadbury, CBFO
G. Hellstrom, CBFO
S. Hunt, CBFO
W. Mackie, CBFO
W. Mouser, CBFO
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Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC
Corrective Action Plan Addendum
Radiological Release Event (Phase II)

President & Project Manager

Date

Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC

An AECOM-Ied partnership with B&W and AREVA
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ACRONYMS
AlB
AK
ANl
CBFO
CCP
CH
DSA
DOE
FHA
INl
JON
lANl
ORNl
NTP
NWP
PA
RCRA
RH
RTR
SNl
SRS
TRU
TWPC

U/G
VE
WAC
WCRRF
WIPP

Accident Investigation Board
Acceptable Knowledge
Argon National Laboratory
U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office
Central Characterization Program
Contact Handled
Documented Safety Analysis
U.S. Department of Energy
Fire Hazard Analysis
Idaho National Laboratory
Judgment of Need
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
National TRU Program
Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC
Performance Assessment
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Remote Handled
Real Time Radiography
Sandia National Laboratory
Savannah River Site
Transuranic
Transuranic Waste Processing Center
Underground
Visual Examination
Waste Acceptance Criteria
Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging Facility
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

On Friday, February 14, 2014 there was an incident in the underground (U/G) repository at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), which resulted in the release of americium and plutonium
from one or more transuranic (TRU) waste containers into the U/G mine and the environment.
The accident investigation was performed in two phases. This addendum is intended to address
the Judgments of Need identified in the Accident Investigation Board's Phase II report.

2.0

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

On February 27, 2014, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Safety, Security, and Quality
Programs, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Management, formally
appointed a second Accident Investigation Board (the Board) to investigate the radiological
release in accordance with DOE 0 225.1B, Accident Investigations.
The Board began the investigation on March 3, 2014, completed Phase 1 ofthe
investigation on March 28, 2014, and submitted the report to the Acting Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Safety, Security, and Quality Programs, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Environmental Management on April1, 2014. The Phase 1 report covers the Board's
conclusions for the release ofTRU from the U/G to the environment. Based upon the
conclusions of this accident investigation, the Board concluded that the above ground
release identified in Phase 1 of the investigation was preventable. On April 24, 2014 the
Board's Accident Investigation Report (Report) was published and made available to
Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC (NWP).
On May 19, 2014, the Deputy Assistant Secretary, Safety, Security, and Quality Programs,
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Management, appointed an Accident
Investigation Board to complete the investigation (Phase 2). Phase 2 was performed once
limited access to the underground was re-established and focused on how the radiological
material was released. The Board was appointed to perform an accident investigation and
to prepare an investigation report in accordance with Department of Energy Order 225.18,
Accident Investigations.
The Board concluded that the following causes, related to NWP, contributed to the
accident.

1. Failure of the Central Characterization Program (CCP) to develop an Acceptable
Knowledge (AK) for the mixed inorganic nitrate waste stream (LA-MIN02-V.001)
that adequately captured all available information regarding waste generation and
subsequent repackaging activities in order to prevent the generation, shipment,
and emplacem-ent of corrosive, ignitable, or reactive waste. Specifically, the AK
Summary Report did not capture changes made to the Waste Characterization,
Reduction, and Repackaging Facility (WCRRF) glove-box procedure. The addition of
a secondary waste material was not adequately considered.
2.

Failure of Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC (NWP) to ensure that the WIPP Fire
Hazard Analysis (FHA) recognized the potential for a fire starting within the waste
array as well as the potential for propagation within the array. As a result, fire
protection controls focused on prevention of propagation to the array from
external sources (e.g., vehicles) and did not consider the magnitude of the
combustible material hazard.
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3.0

JON ACTION PLANS
The following subsections include the 8 JONs pertaining to NWP. Each subsection includes the
AlB Report Judgments of Need (JON) description and NWP's approach for addressing the JON.
Actions, deliverables, action owners, and planned due dates are listed in table format.
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JON 2: The National TRU Program (NTP) needs to reevaluate and strengthen the certification audit process across the DOE complex at all
generator sites to include:
·

Evaluation of waste generator repackaging operations that prepare TRU waste for characterization;
Implementation of waste generator site processes as they relate to TRU waste management;
Verification that changes to processes are correctly incorporated into acceptable knowledge summary reports;
Verification of effective implementation documentation and programs to ensure that waste generator activities comply with the generator
site Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit; and
• Evaluation of local site office oversight ofTRU waste operations.

•
•
•
•

Approach

As co-permittee, NWP will participate in benchmarking the National Nuclear Safety Site Low-Level Waste generator site certification and
oversight program, and assist in evaluating the portions of the program that should be adopted as a TRU waste certification and oversight
program. A comprehensive TRU waste certification and oversight program will then be revised or developed and implemented by the copermittees, which verifies process changes are incorporated, are in compliance with local RCRA requirements, and that evaluate local oversight
of TRU waste operations.

2

Benchmark the National Nuclear Safety
Site Low-Level Waste generator site
certification and
On behalfofNTP, co-penntttees aevelop a
comprehensive review process based on
the benchmark evaluation report, with
participation from the generator sites that
includes the following elements:
• Evaluation of waste generator
repackaging operations that
prepare TRU waste for

Evaluation report and
recommendations.
An approved and issued review

process.
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NWP Deputy Manager

11/30/2015

•

•
•

•
•

Evaluate and identify organization and
personnel requirements to support
implementation of a TRU waste
certification program.
Train designated personnel to revised
process.

3

4

L__ ____

Implementation of waste generator
site processes as they relate to
TRU waste management;
Verification that changes to
processes are correctly
incorporated into AK Summary
Reports;
Verification of effective
implementation documentation
and programs to ensure that waste
generator activities comply with
the generator site Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) permit; and
Evaluation of local site office
oversight ofTRU waste
operations.
Evaluation of waste generator site
deferred maintenance in TRU
waste program operations

--

----

------

Evaluation Report

Training determination, training
material and documentation of
completion (e.g., rosters, required
reading etc.). Training records
providing objective evidence that at
least 800/o of the designated staff
have successfully completed training
to the revised process. Untrained
personnel will not be authorized to
_ J>erfortnthe~sociated functions_. _
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NWP Deputy Manager

11130/2015

NWP Deputy Manager

12/31/2015

----------······-

t
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The Central Characterization Program (CCP) needs to improve implementation of requirements in CCP-P0-001 such that characterization
methods are able to ensure that all Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) requirements are met.

Approach
CCP will revise CCP-P0-001, CCP Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality Assurance Project Plan to strengthen and clarify the
requirements for implementation of characterization methods Acceptable Knowledge (AK), Real Time Radiography (RTR), and Visual Exam
(VE)) to ensure compliance with the WAC. The requirements ofCCP-P0-001 allow characterization methods to ensure compliance with the
WAC by VE, RTR and review of the AK documentation. Implementation of action plans in JONs 8 and 12 will strengthen the CCP and lead to
identification of wastes that would require the DOO 1, D002 or 0003 codes that could not otherwise be-identified by VE or RTR. To ensure WAC
requirements are met, CCP will strengthen the requirements relating to AK in CCP-TP-005 to include preparation of a chemical compatibility
memorandum, formalization of AK briefings, and performance of an AK assessment. This assessment will ensure an integrated verification of the
effectiveness of AK documentation relating to the management of potentially energetic TRU waste forms (reactive, ignitable and incompatible
materials) is adequate, current, and accurately described in the AK Summary Reports. Interface Documents will be revised to include the roles
and responsibilities to ensure the integrated verification of AK documentation. Waste certified prior to approval of the revised host site Interface
Document will be subject to screening process per CBFO CAP JON 11.9.

1

2

ut:vciUp

a programmatic procedure for
development of CCP/ host site Interface
Documents.

Submit to Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO)
for review.

3

Revise Interface Documents for all host sites with
active characterization activities.

Approved host site Interface Documents.

Revise CCP-P0-001 AK requirements.

Submit Revised CCP-P0-00 1 to CBFO
for review and Rnnrovll 1

4

8/31/2015

I CCP Operations

I 2/29/2016

Manager
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CCP
Certification

9/30/2015

5

Train to Procedures:
CCP-TP-005, Acceptable Knowledge
Documentation
CCP-P0-001, CCP Transuranic Waste
Characterization Quality Assurance Project
Plan
CCP-P0-043, CCP Interface Document
Preparation
CCP-P0-004, CCP/SRS Interface Document
CCP-P0-012, CCPILANL Interface Document
CCP-P0-024, CCPIINL Interface Document
CCP-P0-027, CCPITWPCIORNL Interface
Document
CCP-P0-500, CCP/ANL RH-TRU Waste
Interface Document
CCP-P0-501, CCPIINL RH-TRU Waste
Interface Document
CCP-P0-510, CCP/SNL Interface Document

Training determination, training material
and documentation of completion (e.g.,
rosters, required reading etc.). Training
records providing objective evidence that
at least 80% ofthe designated staff have
successfully completed training to the
revised process. Untrained personnel will
not be authorized to perform the
associated functions.
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Manager
CCP Support
Services
Manager

3/29/2016

1

The CCP needs to improve the level of rigor in reviewing and approving AK Summary Reports for compliance with requirements.
Approach

CCP will revise and strengthen the requirements of CCP-TP-005, Acceptable Knowledge Documentation and the host site Interface Documents to
include more stringent controls on the preparation, review and approval of AK Summary Reports. Host site Interface Documents will require a
more comprehensive list of documents to be developed and maintained by CCP's System of Controls. This will iriclude a more formalized
approach to coordination and independent review of documents and operations procedures to include strengthening the control of secondary waste
generation. The AK Summary Reports will be re"iewed and approved by a broader cross section of disciplines in addition to the current required
reviewers. This complement of more detailed requirements will serve to improve communications between the host site and CCP. The revision of
CCP-TP-005 and the host site Interface Documents will require implementation of an integrated verification ofthe effectiveness of AK
documentation and management assessments for verification of AK inputs by CCP. Waste certified prior to approval of the revised host site
Interface Document will be subject to screening process per CBFO CAP JON 11.9.

Revise CCP-TP-005, A
Documentation.

2
3

Revise
active
Train to Procedures:
CCP-TP-005, Acceptable Knowledge
Documentation
CCP-P0-001, CCP Transuranic Waste
Characterization Quality Assurance Project
Plan
CCP-P0-043, CCP Interface Document
Preparation
CCP-P0-004, CCPISRS Inteiface Document
CCP-P0-012, CCPILANL Inteiface Document
CCP-P0-024, CCPIINL Inteiface Document
CCP-P0-027, CCPITWPC/ORNL Inteiface
Document
CCPIANL RH-TRU Waste

Approved host site Interface Documents.
Training determination, training material
and documentation of completion (e.g.,
rosters, required reading etc.). Training
records providing objective evidence that
at least 80% of the designated staffhave
successfully completed training to the
revised process. Untrained personnel will
not be authorized to perform the
associated functions.
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02/29/2016
Support
Services
Manager

3/29/2016

Interface Document
CCP-P0~501, CCP/JNL RH-TRU Waste
Interface Document
CCP-P0-51 0, CCP/SNL Interface Document
----------

------------····--
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Need (JON 1
The CCP needs to reevaluate and strengthen the process used to conduct review and approval of source documents that have an impact on
Acceptable Knowledge.
Approach
CCP will revise and strengthen the requirements of CCP-TP-005, Acceptable Knowledge Documentation and the host site Interface Documents to
more clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities of the host site and CCP. This will place more stringent controls on the review of AK source
documents (e.g., new or revised procedures and processes, work control documentation, Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), and technical basis
documentation) that could impact the characterization of waste. Site Interface Documents will require a more comprehensive list of documents to
be developed and maintained by CCP's System of Controls. This will include a more formalized approach to coordination and independent review
of documents and operations procedures to include strengthening the control of secondary waste generation. The AK Summary Reports will be
reviewed and approved by a broader cross section of disciplines in addition to the current required reviewers. The revision of CCP-TP-005 and
the host site Interface Documents will require implementation of management assessments for verification of AK inputs by CCP. Waste certified
prior to approval of the revised host site Interface Document will be subject to screening process per CBFO CAP JON 11.9.

2

3

uu~wu~u~.~>

for all host sites with

Train to Procedures:
CCP-TP-005, Acceptable Knowledge
Documentation
CCP-P0-001, CCP Transuranic Waste
Characterization Quality Assurance Project
Plan
CCP-P0-043, CCP Interface Document
Preparation
CCP-P0-004, CCPISRS Interface Document
CCP-P0-012, CCPILANL Interface Document
CCP-P0-024, CCPIINL Interface Document
CCP-P0-027, CCPITWPCIORNL Interface
Document
CCPIANL RH-TRU Waste

02/29/2016
6
and documentation of completion (e.g.,
rosters, required reading etc.). Training
records providing objective evidence that
at least 80% of the designated staffhave
successfully completed training to the
revised process. Untrained personnel will
not be authorized to perform the
associated functions.
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Nuclear Waste Partnership (NWP) needs to re-evaluate the quantities, type, and form of exposed combustible emplacement materials used in the
waste array and take action to minimize the fire ignition and propagation risks (e.g., eliminate unnecessary materials, and include fire retardant
additives).
Approach

NWP will identifY exposed combustible materials used in the emplacement of RH and CH waste, and determine actions necessary to eliminate
unnecessary materials and/or for treatment with fire retardant additives. The evaluation will consider performance assessment and hazardous
waste permit impacts, which may lead to longer term actions and further benefit analysis. Implementation is likely to impact waste handling
procedures and material procurement specifications as well as have the potential to impact waste generator processes. The evaluation results will
be incorporated into the FHA as appropriate.

the emplacement ofRH and CH waste.
2

3

Evaluate the identified materials
actions necessary to eliminate unnecessary materials
and/or treatment with fire retardant additives.
Consider potential PA impacts. Recommendations
that might impact the PA will be included in a plan
for long term actions.
Develop implementation plan including the
identified actions to minimize the fire ignition and
risks in the waste

Completed evaluation
materials, including quantities, type and
form.
evaluation, UJ\i!uum~;;
recommendations.

Implementation plan submitted to CBFO.
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8/31/2015
Manager

Engineering and I 10/16/2015
Operations

\~:.'
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NWP needs to revise the waste array emplacement strategy to include criteria that limit the risk of fire propagation within the array and to include
limiting the quantity of radiological waste that is at-risk from a single fire or explosion event.
Approach
NWP will evaluate the waste array emplacement strategy to identify measures to limit the risk of fire propagation and to limit the quantity of
radiological waste that is at-risk from a single fire or explosion event. The evaluation will consider performance assessment and hazardous waste
permit impacts, which may lead to longer term actions and further benefit analysis. Implementation is likely to impact waste handling procedures
and material procurement specifications as well as have the potential to impact waste generator processes. The evaluation will consider
emplacement strategy for future waste receipts, and will not consider currently emplaced waste in closed panels/rooms.

2

Evaluate the waste array emplacement strategy
consideration of the at risk radiological waste to limit
the risk of fire propagation and to limit the quantity
of radiological waste that is at-risk from a single fire
or explosion event. Consider potential P A impacts.
Recommendations that might impact the PA will be
included in a olan for long term actions.
Develop implementation plan including the
identified actions to minimize the fire ignition and
propagation risks in the waste array and to limit the
quantity of radiological waste that is at-risk from a
fire or exolosion event.

Completed evamanon, mctuamg
recommendations.

Implementation plan
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Protection
Engineering, and
Operations
Managers

Fire

10/1612015

Judgrnent

(JON 35)

NWP needs to revise the FHA to identify and address all credible frre and explosion scenarios initiated within the waste array underground.
Approach
NWP will revise the FHA to ensure that credible fire and explosion scenarios, initiated within the RH and CH waste arrays and transport paths in
the underground, are identified and addressed in the FHA. Revisions to the FHA are coordinated with the CBFO as part of the Fire Protection
Program and DSA revisions.

2

Fire Protection Engineering
Manager

and explosion scenarios initiated
within the underground RH and
CH waste arrays, including
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8/31/2015
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NWP needs to reevaluate and revise WIPP FHA to better characterize the fire risks associated with transuranic (TRU) waste packaging during
handling and storage. This needs to include reevaluation of actions detailed in the WIPP Recovery Plan.
Approach

NWP will revise the FHA to reflect fire risks associated with waste packaging during handling and storage based on actual experience from the
radiological event and will include the ventilation and combustible control limits in place during recovery activities.

2

Fire Protection Engineering
Manager

will revise the FHA to reflect
fire risks associated with waste
packaging during handling and
storage based on actual. experience
from the radiol01!:ical event.
NWP will revise the FHA to reflect I Issued FHA.
the ventilation and combustible
contro1limits in place during
recovery activities and waste
and stoi1U!:e activities.

Fire
Manager
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